
Announcing the Release of Indian-Born Irish
Author RKC Puthran’s Debut Novel, ‘The
Promise,’ the Must-Read Book of 2019

The Promise

DUBLIN, IRELAND, May 16, 2019

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The highly

anticipated first book in RKC Puthran’s

Lovecarnation Trilogy is now available

for pre-order in Kindle, as an eBook,

paperback or hardcover on Amazon,

Barnes & Noble and all other online

bookstores. Entitled The Promise, the

book will be released worldwide on

May 19th.

Although The Promise is the author’s

debut novel, there is already a great deal of interest in the book. Described by Chick Lit Café

Books & Reviews as “a great read and an author to watch,” this contemporary romance is the

heart-wrenching first book of the Lovecarnation Trilogy, a thought-provoking series about fate,

destiny, and the timelessness of true love.

Definitely a great read and

an author to watch.”

Chick Lit Café Books & Reviews

The story focuses on 25 year-old Rohan Rai, an Indian-born

workaholic who is ruthlessly determined to climb the

corporate ladder at the U.S. bank where he works. When

he meets Shona, a happy-go-lucky Irish girl who enjoys

living life to the fullest, Rohan finds himself turning into a

different man…for a while, at least, until old demons return

to haunt him, forcing him to choose between his ambition, his responsibilities and love.

Emotionally complex and gripping, author RKC Puthran has produced an unforgettable story of

the transcendental power of love.

About the Author

Author RKC Puthran was born and raised in India, where as a young man he was passionate

about writing but had no choice but to work in a variety of unsatisfying jobs in order to pursue

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07QLYY7XY
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07QLYY7XY


his studies. With determination and hard work, he rose through the ranks in the banking and

finance industry, and moved to London.  He finally migrated to Ireland along with his wife, and

settled down with a full-time job in a bank.

With his continued love of writing, RKC wrote short stories but he never submitted them for

publishing. He however submitted articles to newspapers and got published. He also co-

authored two non-fiction books without getting credit, because his ultimate dream was to see

his name on the cover of his own novel. 

That dream has now been realized with the release of The Promise.

To read more about LOVECARNATION - An Epic TRILOGY Series: Book 1 - The Promise, visit

Amazon or the Lovecarnation website at https://www.lovecarnation.com/.

RKC Puthran

Lovecarnation
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